
Measurement 

2005a(16)/1998a(4): Briefly explain the principles of Doppler US used to 
measure cardiac output 
General: Doppler principle related to wavelength and frequency of a sinusoidal 
wave.   v = fλ 

- As a wave is transmitted → when the transmitter moves towards the 
detector it will shorten the λ→ ↑f (velocity constant) 

- As the transmitter moves away from the detector there is ↑λ→ ↓f 
o Eg. As an ambulance with siren (transmitter) moves toward the 

listener (detector) the pitch of the siren is higher than when the 
siren is moving away from the listener 

Doppler USS for CO measurement 
- Ultrasound is very high frequency sound waves (beyond the capacity for 

human hearing) → 2.5 – 15 MHz 
o Travels well through body tissues (at a constant velocity 1540m/s) 

- Echo requires 2 probes to be placed beside the aorta 
→ oesophagus gives most unimpeded access 

o Separate probe measures the cross-sectional 
area of aorta at the point of measurement 

o Doppler probe calculates the velocity 
- Doppler Probe: Ultrasonic waves are generated by 

piezoelectric effect within the transmitter → 
application of voltage leads to vibration of a crystal 
(acts as a transducer) 

- Waves directed along aorta 
- RBC travelling reflects the waves 

o Reflected sound waves bounce back and transducer detects them 
- Movement of the RBC relative to the detector create a Doppler shift in 

frequency 
o The change in frequency is detected electronically → can be used 

to calculate the velocity of the moving object (in this case RBC) 
Fd = 2Fi x vcosθ Where Fd is freq shift; vcosθ is cosine of angle of 
    C  transmitted freq to flow (taken as 1); C is velocity of 
   Sound through medium (1540m/s) 
CO = velocity x area x HR 

Shortfalls 
- Nature of blood flow is pulsatile, with no fixed flow. Therefore, mean flow 

is used (mean vel x area) 
- Probe directed along artery is not parallel to flow 

o If θ > 60° → velocity is less accurately calculated 
o θ = 90° → no Doppler shift 

- Only descending aorta flow is measured (excluding coronary, cerebral, 
upper limbs) 

o Total CO corrected for as Descending flow ~ 80% CO 
- Less accurate than thermodilution technique → but less invasive, 

continuous 
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